
 

Birthing Sexual Sovereignty  

 MODULE  7: The Sexual Priestess 
- Living from Empowered Pleasure - 

 

 
 

Following from Womb Truth and Blood Mysteries, the initiations that we’ve           

experienced in this lifetime create the opportunities for healing and awakening into the remembrance              

of our Sexual Priestess. What we’ve experienced through our wombs can inform our Sexual Priestess.  

We have been clearing the space for us to choose what we are birthing from a place of pleasure and                    

power.  

 

 



 

It is your birthright to embody, empower and express your creative sexual            
power, your intuition, your Sacred Dreamer, your Wise Wild Woman, your Priestess Presence, your              

Graceful Warrior, your inner Mother/Lover. 

 

The Sexual Priestess knows her own power. She owns her Temptress and is the master of                

her sexual creative energy, wielding her energy to heal, inspire, and awaken humanity. She lives in                

devotion to the divine and offers her body as a vessel for love. Her life is a living prayer. She makes love                      

to life. She is connected to the mystery and sees every moment as an opportunity to create ritual. She                   

recognizes her Temple Body, voice and sexuality as powerful tools in building a bridge between the                

unseen and the seen. She lives in deep connection with her inner world.  

 

It takes time to own and embody the Sexual Priestess, she comes through the              
wisdom of experience held in your body, which happens over time with age. The Sexual               

Priestess is humble and does not fit to any standard or stereotype. Her power has nothing to do with                   

outer appearance or expression with what she wears, her body type, or her age. Having said that, she                  

will usually be adorned in fabrics soft and sensual to the touch, anointed with scented oils and alluring in                   

her unique presence. She is comfortable in her skin, releases any comparison and celebrates              

collaboration.  

 

 

 

The History of the Sexual Priestess  

“Once upon a time sexual women ruled the world. They were independent, empowered and embodied               

love.” - Anaiya Sophia 

 

Throughout history, the Sexual Priestess was also known as a Sacred           
Prostitute, Temptress and Sexual Healer. My colleague Anaiya Sophia explains that “In            

ancient Sumeria, Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Greece, there were no brothels. Instead, there were Temples              

of the Sacred Prostitutes inhabited by holy women who embodied love, owned their sexuality, and held                

the highest spiritual authority.” In Ancient India, these Sacred Prostitutes were known as the Devadasis,               

Temple Dancers or Dakinis. The faces of the Sexual Priestess from these cultures include Ishtar, Inanna,                

Isis, Mary Magdalene, Aphrodite, Venus, Freyja, Lalita and more. 

 

The Sexual Priestess still exists in many cultures but has been hidden  

and is slowly being uncovered. 

To learn more about The History of the Sexual Priestess, see the full article ‘Why Prostitutes Should Rule                  

The World’ by Anaiya Sophia in the Resources Tab of Birthing Sexual Sovereignty.  
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‘La Belle Odalisque’ 

Artist: Adrien Henri Tanoux, 1865-1923  

 

While the archetypes and history inform us about the roles of the Sexual             
Priestess, you get to choose and create this path for yourself. There are so many ways to show up and                    

move through the world as a modern day Sexual Priestess. As you awaken to your sexual power and                  

move through life from empowered pleasure, your Sexual Priestess will guide you, aligned with your               

truth and integrity in this life, at this time.  

 

 

As a Sexual Priestess, you are living on purpose, aligned with  

the divine in service to love.  

 

You experience pleasure and fulfillment from simply offering your gifts and           
presence to something beyond yourself. When you connect with your empowered           

pleasure, you learn to be your own lover, moving through life in ways that turn your soul on.  
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The feelings of pleasure in your body are also a source of your power. When               

you are guided from the presence within your body and allow your erotic sensual and fluid nature to                  

move you, you can experience Kinesthetic Bliss. You are awake in your senses and present to your sexual                  

creative energy pulsing through your Temple Body.  

 

Empowered pleasure comes through following what fills you up and brings 

you joy from your full body YES and highest desire. 

 

 
 
Call on Lalita to Say YES to your Highest Desire 

 
Lalita is one of the faces of the Sexual Priestess. She is a Hindu Goddess whose name                 

means ‘she who plays.’ She knows how to make love to life and supports our spiritual evolution through                  

our sexual journey. 

 

Lalita teaches about empowered pleasure through aligning with your         
highest desires and expressing your innate sensual power. She will support you in saying YES to                

yourself as you follow what turns you on from the inside out.  

 

Lalita guides you to remember, your inner compass is pleasure. 
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Living Artfully  
 
The Sexual Priestess understands the key      
to Living Artfully. When you consciously work       

with your sexual energy and focus your creative power         

in the direction of your YES, you show up with          

presence and confidence to co-create your life in each         

moment as a true artist.  

A master in the art of living draws no sharp distinction           

between [her] work and [her] play, [her] labour and         

[her] leisure, [her] mind and [her] body, [her] education         

and [her] recreation. [S]he hardly knows which is        

which.  - L.P. Jacks.   
 

As a Sexual Priestess, you are a master in         
the art of living and divine play. Your life         

is an expression of who you truly are and what you are            

here to offer. Through your relationship with life, you are dancing with the divine, listening and                

responding to each given moment. There is nothing to prove, you are a living embodiment of what you                  

stand for.  

 

Your life is a ritual. Ritual unites our inner Priestess with Divine Creative Spirit. Through ritual, 

you recognize your power to consecrate, alchemize, transmute, release, awaken, ignite, and remember.  

 
Every moment is an opportunity to create magic and bridge the mundane 

with the extraordinary.  

 

As you awaken your Sexual Priestess,      
you awaken yourself as a mystic. The       

mystic believes in the unseen power living within        

and around her as she seeks to understand the         

hidden truths beyond intellect, and through her       

connection to the divine. 

Remember, ritual anchors your    
intention through actions. All of the      

Temple Body Arts practices can be done as ritual.         

Just like the center gem of the TBA Guiding         

Compass, intention gives directionality and power      

to your rituals.  
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SHADOW AND MISUSE OF POWER 
 

 
The shadow aspect of the Sexual Priestess can cause havoc or invite            
unwanted energies into our space like an unchecked Temptress. If we don’t own             

her, she can take power and become the master over us. She can arise when we fall out of integrity and                     

do not embody what we stand for. She is also present when we do not keep our ego in check or when                      

we manipulate and operate solely for our personal gain.  

 

 
If we are not aligned with the highest frequency of love, and for the benefit of all,                 

we can use our alluring feminine powers of seduction and magnetism at the cost of others. It is essential                   

to bring any shadow aspects into the light and know where our intentions and motives are coming from                  

when wielding these influential powers. 

 

 
Integrity is essential to own all aspects of yourself, so you can operate and              
use these archetypes for the benefit of all. Integrity means walking your talk, living what               

you teach, embodying your authenticity, and acting by a code of agreements and values aligned with                

your highest YES. It is also necessary to do your own healing work before offering this work to others. 

 

 

Embodying the Sexual Priestess takes life experience and moving through          
your initiations with vulnerability. Through your initiations, being vulnerable and allowing           

yourself to be seen, you are remembering, gathering, reclaiming your power from lifetimes before as               

well as this life. Through sharing from this space of vulnerability, you can cultivate humility and strength                 

as a Sexual Priestess.  

 

 

With this remembrance of the Sexual Priestess comes a great responsibility 

to follow your inner call and serve the awakening of humanity.  
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Sacred Marriage 
 

The Sexual Priestess is a living embodiment of the Sacred Marriage, where            
pure consciousness and erotic bliss meet. She is refined in her discernment as the Graceful               

Warrior. She embodies her radiant fullness as the Mother/Lover. She owns her shadow and is liberated                

in her expression as the Wild Woman. She knows how to let go of ‘doing’ and surrender into being as                    

the Sacred Dreamer. She has integrated the past and prepared the soil of her womb for wholeness.  

 

 
The Sexual Priestess is married to the inner beloved, the divine. A marriage is a               

contract, and she holds a sacred agreement to serve the divine through her body and presence. Within                 

her Temple Body, she holds a deep level of commitment and devotion to being a vessel for divine love.  

 

 

The Sacred Marriage is the union of the masculine as pure awareness and 

the feminine as blissful dynamic presence.  

 

 

Within the sacred marriage, it is      

essential as a Sexual Priestess to empty       

and become an open channel. Through      

the practice of awakening Bamboo Spirit,      

you learn to strengthen your container for       

sexual creative energy to flow. In many       

schools of thought, including tantra, our      

Sexual Creative Energy can be     

experienced and felt as serpentine energy,      

or kundalini, this snake like energy      

awakens our feminine life force as she       

rises from our root up to the divine. 

 

  

When you become a hollow bamboo, you experience yourself as empty presence ready to be               

filled with divine bliss and pure consciousness. This process invites you to be deeply rooted in your body,                  

the earth, and root chakra as well as open to Divine Creative Spirit, the heavens and crown chakra. It                   

allows you to transcend through the crown as you stay rooted in your body and pleasure, where sex and                   

spirit meet.  
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This inner marriage is the primary relationship as a Sexual Priestess. We must 

nurture and cultivate our marriage with the divine and allow the fullness and benefits of this to overflow 

into our outer relationships. We can have both the inner and outer marriage. Through the tending of our 

relationship with the divine, our frequency of wholeness and sovereignty attracts beloveds who respect 

and honor this commitment and sacred agreement. As we learn to honor the sacred masculine and 

feminine within ourselves and our partners, we cultivate a beautiful relationship within that flourishes 

and fuels our outer relationships. 

  
 
TBA Guiding Compass: Sexual Sovereignty  

 
The Sexual Priestess holds all the      
points of the Guiding Compass:     

Intention, Sacred Embodiment, Expressive Arts,     

Creative Power, Sexual Sovereignty and Mysticism.      

As you honor your cyclical nature and the mystical         

aspects of what it means to be a woman, you learn           

to embody the medicine from each archetypal       

phase and reclaim your sexual sovereignty.  

 

You are the master of your pleasure       
and Temple Body. You have an opportunity to        

create a positive, loving relationship with your yoni        

and womb, as you value and trust yourself and say          

YES to your highest desires.  

 

As a sexually sovereign being, you get       
to choose how you show up in the        
world and what you say YES to. To live         

your YES, you must learn to express your NO,         

which requires listening to and acting upon your        

discernment.  

 

 

 

Your discernment is one of the most powerful tools you can cultivate on             

your journey of sexual sovereignty. 
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You reclaim your sexuality by following your kinesthetic bliss, allowing your           

emotions and sexual creative energy to flow through you, and giving yourself permission to open up to                 

receive more pleasure and delight. You have the power to birth yourself as a sexually sovereign being                 

living from empowered pleasure.  

 

 
The journey of the Sexual Priestess requires permission to experience the           
pleasure of being in your Temple Body and living on purpose. It takes a constant               

practice of saying YES and recommitting to your self, highest desires, and full body YES. The more you                  

give yourself permission, the more your presence will give others permission to do the same.  

 

 

It’s time to expand your wings and fly toward your life’s calling as a Temple 

Body Priestess paving the way for the ancient future generation to come. 
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Reflection Questions 

 
 

1. How do you relate with the Sexual Priestess archetype? How does your Sexual Priestess desire 

to be expressed in the world? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Connecting with Empowered Pleasure, how do you like to be touched and adored?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. When do you experience your Full Body YES? What does it look like and feel like?  
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Reflection Questions (continued) 

 
 

4. When do you feel the connection between sex and spirit? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Reflect on the Shadow and Misuse of Power, what resonates for you?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Connecting to your intention and highest desire for Birthing Sexual Sovereignty, how do you 

desire to be of service aligned with something greater than yourself?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose ONE of the questions above and share your reflections with the Sisterhood inside our FB Group!  
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